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OVERVIEW FOR
THE INDUSTRY

NEW PRODUCTS IN 2022
BRACKISH RO SERIES

PERMEATE-STAGED RO SERIES
Our RO series UO ND/P has also been revised and completely
redesigned in terms of process technology. The series is now named
UO-D P/FU ("P" stands for "permeate-staged").

UO-D 1500 BW SO

We are pleased to present our relaunched brackish water units
(formerly UO BW) in 2022. The new UO-D BW/FU series is equipped
with our RO digital controller and thus offers significantly more setting
and monitoring functions than before. A connection to the central
control system is now also available as an option.
The series is designed for a feed salt concentration of up to 5,000
mg/l TDS, making it ideally suited for the treatment of well or process
water with high salt content.
But the UO-D BW/FU is also an excellent choice for retrofitting
existing RO units to increase permeate yield. The installation of a
UO-D BW unit for treating concentrate of existing RO units reduces
the amount of wastewater by 50 - 70 %.
The significant reduction in water and wastewater costs means that
the investment for the UO-D BW/FU pays off within a few months.
We are happy to provide you with a calculation of the operating costs
to clearly illustrate the major advantages of retrofitting with this series.
Furthermore, the high-pressure pumps of the new series are
equipped with variable-frequency drives (VFD = FU) as standard.
This allows the power consumption of the units to be reduced by
at least 30 %, and in most applications even by more than 50 %,
resulting in a significant reduction of operating cost.
The UO-D BW/FU series already includes the following features:
» ARA connection kit for manual cleaning unit
» KSE concentrate flushing device
» PKR constant permeate flow control
» Connection for two injection points (e.g. antiscale, acid)
Many successful installations speak for themselves! Our sales
department will be happy to advise you on the advantages and
potential savings.
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The new UO-D P/FU series is specifically designed with two separate stages, the first stage being identical in construction to our
RO series UO-D (sizes 300, 600, 900, 1,500 and 2,000 l/h). This
makes an upgrade of a standard UO-D unit to a two-stage system
possible for the first time. Each stage is equipped with a RO digital
controller, which allows complete monitoring of all measured values.
A connection to the central control system (CCS) is now available as
an option. From size 750 l/h upwards, the series is equipped with
variable-frequency drive pumps (VFD = FU), which enable a very
efficient and cost-effective mode of operation.
The new design offers you following advantages:
» Subsequent upgrade from standard RO to a permeate-staged
unit possible, no tank required
» Full monitoring and connection to CCS possible
» Energy-saving due to the use of VFD pumps (FU)
» Significantly smaller footprint than before

DESTILLO MIXED-BED CARTRIDGES
Our pressure-resistant stainless steel (SS) destillo mixed-bed (MB)
cartridges have been used successfully for years to produce deionized water (EC < 0.2 μS/cm) from drinking water. MB cartridges
are ideal to produce small quantities ultrapure water for laboratories,
doctors' surgeries and clinics or to produce deionized water for
battery, heating or cooling systems.
We have redesigned our SS destillo MB cartridges in 2022 and now
offer them at a significantly reduced price due to a complete review
of our production and procurement strategy.
Furthermore, we have completely revised the conductivity meters LWM,
which are mounted on the cartridges. Our new LWM D is now always
equipped with a limit value contact (floating changeover contact).
Your advantages with our SS destillo cartridges:
» No wastewater
» Easy installation and cartridge replacement
» Regeneration possible on request at Herco
» Delivery of complete units incl. conductivity meter, open-end
wrench and connection hoses
» Up to 30 % higher flow compared to conventional cartridges
(with the same pressure drop)

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Fields of activity
Fine filters, activated carbon filters
Backflow prevention devices
Filters and filter systems
Sand filters, iron removal filters, activated carbon filters
Multi-media filters with different filtration media
Side stream filters for cooling circuits
Water softening units – overview
Cabinet water softeners, simplex water softeners, duplex water softeners
Skids, options / accessories for water softeners
Hardness monitoring units limitent / limitron
Ultrafiltration units
Reverse osmosis units for softened water – overview
Permeate capacity 80 to 500 l/h (undersink, free-standing skid and combi units)
Permeate capacity 600 to 2,000 l/h, frequency-controlled and combi units also available
RO units for permeate backpressure, also available as combi units
Options for RO units: interfaces and PLC
Permeate capacity 2,500 to 12,000 l/h, frequency-controlled versions available
Special reverse osmosis units for softened water
Concentrate-staged and permeate-staged RO units
Ultrapure water systems / Electro-deionisation (EDI)
Ultrapure water components (EDI and MEG)
Reverse osmosis units for antiscalant dosage
Reverse osmosis units for desalination of brackish and sea water
Options and accessories for reverse osmosis units (RO membrane elements incl.)
Tanks and accessories (Fittings, Filter, Level control, UV)
Pressure booster units Simplex and duplex units, frequency-controlled versions available
Blowdown systems Inductive and conductive complete systems, components
Dosing systems – overview
Components and accessories
Cleaning and descaling pumps
Mixed-bed water demineralisation units destillo
Conductivity meters
Regeneration service / After-sales service

Make water count
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OUR FIELDS OF ACTIVITY
SURFACE TECHNOLOGY

BOILER FEED WATER

Surface technology describes the mechanical or physical-chemical
processing of parts to change their surface properties. Demineralised water is used in many processes, such as in rinsing baths.

Boilers can be found in every factory or workshop. Depending on
the pressure stage and mode of operation, different treatment of the
feed water is required.

Water treatment systems from Herco are engineered to provide
water quality that is suitable for each application and guarantee
the highest reliability for your production and the best quality for
your parts. Resource saving is a central aspect of our engineering
concept, so that your operating costs can be greatly reduced by
lowering water and energy consumption.

Insufficient treatment results in operating problems due to scale
formation, corrosion, or waste of energy. In the worst case, this can
lead to boiler failure.

Typical areas of application are painting, coating, electroplating and
fine cleaning, for example in glass production.

Our boiler feed water treatment systems cover the range from simple
softening units to complex ultrapure water systems with membrane
degassing, electrodeionisation and online silica monitoring. In addition
to industrial boilers, typical areas of application include district heating
networks and waste-to-energy plants.

HYDROGEN
Green hydrogen is produced by electrolysis, using only power from
renewable energy sources. Ultrapure water is an indispensable raw
material for the process.
We supply the entire water treatment system tailored to the customer's needs, whether it is a compact plant for pilot projects, a largescale plant with sophisticated process technology or a containerised
plant for rapid installation and commissioning. We are happy to
advise you on process technology and suitable materials as well as
control and redundancy concepts.
Our water treatment plants are designed in a modular and scalable way and include pre-treatment, demineralisation with reverse
osmosis and electrodeionisation as well as water storage and
distribution. If required, we can also supply polishing steps for the
ultrapure water circuit.
Thanks to our extensive experience with hydrogen applications,
we offer you solutions that are exactly tailored to your electrolyser
requirements. Our high-quality plants ensure that water is reliably
provided in the required quality to guarantee maximum availability
and long service life of your plant. Our short production lead times
help you to achieve fast project execution.
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FOOD & BEVERAGE
The requirements in the food and beverage sector are varied and
need to be met responsibly. For example, desalinated water is used
to dilute cola concentrate or to produce allergen-free water for baby
food. Water treatment is also required to produce brewing water.
Our water treatment plants meet all the important requirements of
the food industry - from plant design in stainless steel without dead
spaces or customised cleaning and sanitisation concepts (CIP/SIP)
to component selection in compliance with permissible materials
and process connections.
We will gladly provide you with the required component certifications
according to e.g. Regulation (EC) No. 1935/2004. We design our
plants according to the usual market standards or regulations such
as DIN 11853 or doc. 28 of the EHEDG. Of course we will also take
your special requirements in consideration.
Another important topic for the food industry is technology for
saving water and energy. We would be pleased to advise you and
design a plant that fits your specific application and minimises
operating costs through sustainable engineering.

COOLING WATER

Suitable water treatment is indispensable for operating cooling
systems with the lowest possible water consumption and thus at
low cost. In addition, the 42nd BImSchV requires monitoring of the
cooling water to avoid microbial contamination.
We offer the entire range of water treatment technologies for cooling
tower applications - from treatment of the make-up water with
softening systems or for higher thickening with reverse osmosis and
nanofiltration to our blowdown control system with a wide range of
functions and documentation of the operating data.

Make water count

HOSPITAL AND LABORATORY

Many applications in laboratories and hospitals require ultrapure
water. In laboratories, it is crucial to avoid any contamination to
ensure correct results. In the hospital, ultrapure water without microbial contamination is needed for example in the central sterile supply
department (CSSD).
Usually, several process steps (e.g. RO and EDI) are necessary to
achieve the desired conductivity. Further treatment steps such as
UF or UV ensure that there is no microbial contamination of the
ultrapure water.
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OUR FIELDS OF ACTIVITY
DATA CENTER
Data centers are expected to process increasingly more data in
increasingly less time, but also to decrease energy usage as much
as possible to ensure sustainability. Cooling is responsible for a large
part of the energy consumption. Therefore, a well-designed cooling
system that is adapted to the climatic conditions on site and is as
secure as possible through sufficient redundancy is an important
prerequisite for the smooth operation of the data center.
An efficient cooling system significantly increases energy efficiency
(measured as PUE = Power Usage Effectiveness) of a data center
and thus minimizes the operating costs.
There are many ways to design the cooling system, from pure direct
or indirect free cooling to adiabatic cooling to direct water cooling
of many components. In practically all cases, water is used as the
heat transfer medium in at least part of the cooling circuits.
Our water treatment systems are designed to meet the needs of
data centers. They are characterized by reliable operation with low
maintenance frequency, low energy and water consumption, and
long service life.

PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
Water is the most frequently used substance in the manufacture and
formulation of drugs. The control of microbiological and chemical
water quality during production, but also during storage and distribution, is therefore of central interest. This applies similarly to related
sectors such as life science and the cosmetics industry.
The pharmacopoeia specifications for pharmaceutical water list three
water qualities: purified water (PW), high purity water (HPW) and
water for injections (WFI). Depending on the water quality, different
parameters or limit values must be fulfilled and accordingly different
processes of water treatment are required.
In any case, during the planning and construction of the plant, attention must always be paid to compliance with good manufacturing
practice (GMP), hygienic / aseptic design of the plant and a suitable
sanitisation concept.
We design our plants in the pharmaceutical, life science or cosmetics
sector in accordance with the relevant regulations and customer-specific requirements and carry out all relevant qualification
steps in cooperation with our customers.
We would also be glad to meet your special requirements, contact
us for a discussion.
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WATER AND ENERGY SAVING
NO LIFE WITHOUT WATER

SAVING WATER

Water is our most precious good, but in many regions of the world
water is becoming scarce due to overuse and climate change.
The responsible use of water resources is therefore becoming
increasingly important, especially in industrial areas with high water
consumption.

Our concentrate-staged RO series UO-S7 KR produces 50 % less
wastewater than standard plants.
With our brackish RO series UO-D BW/FU, water consumption of
existing RO units can be reduced by 50 - 70 % without complex
adjustments.

Learn more about our commitment to sustainable management of water resources.

Learn more about the advantages of the
UO-S7 KR series in our webinar.

OUR MISSION

SAVING ENERGY

With innovative, digital, and sustainable water treatment plants and
services, we offer solutions "Made in Germany" to provide our partners with their most important raw material day after day: Pure water.

Our plants are also available as a VFD (FU) version. In this case, the
pump is equipped with a variable-frequency drive, which allows the
system to be adjusted to the operating point. This results in an average
energy saving of approx. 30 %, in some cases well over 50 %.
Learn more about the energy efficiency of RO
units with VFD pumps in our webinar.

Learn more about our vision and mission.

SERIES AND CUSTOMISED PLANTS
We take great care in designing standard products as well as series
or customised project plants manufactured especially for you.
Our series products for OEM customers include, for example, plants
for water treatment in the flat glass industry or in car wash facilities.
For laser applications, our destillo desalination cartridges reliably
provide a constant ultrapure water quality.
Are you interested in a customised series solution manufactured
especially for you? Contact us!

OUR LIVE WEBINARS FOR YOU
Since summer 2020, we have been offering our training courses
more and more online and have already held more than 20 webinars.
Our webinars offer you many advantages:
» Live training followed by a question-and-answer session.
» Free and convenient participation from your workplace
» Various topics with practical relevance
» Subsequent viewing on our Youtube channel possible
Register by contacting us (info@herco-wt.de) to receive invitations
to our webinars.

Make water count

OUR MEDICAL SECTOR
COMPETENCE

DIALYSIS

CSSD

ENDOSCOPY

OUR WATER TREATMENT
SYSTEMS FOR YOUR
DIALYSIS CENTRE COMBINE
STATE-OF-THE-ART
TECHNOLOGY FOR WATER
AND ENERGY SAVING
WITH THE HIGHEST SAFETY
STANDARDS.
CONTACT US:
INFO@HERCO-WT.DE
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CUSTOMISED PLANTS
SPECIAL APPLICATION? OUR TEAM OF EXPERTS IS HAPPY TO ADVISE YOU.
OUR COMPETENCE IN SERIES AND CUSTOMISED PLANT ENGINEERING
In addition to our standard products, we offer custom-made series
products and tailor-made project systems. You benefit from short
project execution times, as we do not have to develop project
systems from scratch, but build them based on our standard products.
Furthermore, all systems are designed, fabricated, and tested
in-house. We are happy to offer you a factory acceptance test (FAT)
and project-specific training on the plant.

We adapt our plants in customised project engineering exactly to
your requirements.
Here are just a few examples of our abilities:
» Piping in PP or stainless steel instead of PVC
» Instrumentation as required (e.g. Endress+Hauser)
» Integration of online measurements (e.g. silicate)
» Customer-specific CIP/SIP concepts
» Adaptation of PLC programming
» Extended documentation and certification

WATER TREATMENT FOR THE
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
The plant produces ultrapure water for the production
processes from well water. All plant components were
mounted on racks. The pipework of the demineralisation
plant was carried out in PP and the control via PLC Siemens
S7-1200.

PRE-TREATMENT
» Multimedia filter MFT 5 as activated carbon filter (21 m³/h)
» Softener DUOTROL 2000 (17.6 m³/h)

DESALINATION
» Monitoring residual hardness < 0.1°dH in soft water
» Reverse osmosis with HR modules and permeate
recirculation (13.2 m³/h)
» Membrane degassing MEG 13500 for CO2 removal
» Electrodeionisation EP 12000 (12 m³/h)

CAPACITY
12 m³/h ultrapure water with resistivity of > 10 MOhm x cm
Unit for Wycombe Water Ltd.
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EXAMPLES OF OUR EXPERIENCE IN SERIES AND CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC PLANT MANUFACTURING
With innovative, digital, and sustainable water treatment plants and
services, we offer solutions "Made in Germany" to provide our partners with their most important raw material day after day: Pure water.
Our products are used in medical technology, enable numerous
industrial processes, provide the basis for pharmaceuticals as well
as food and thus preserve the basis of life for all of us - worldwide!

Make water count

Therefore, here are some projects we are proud of:
» Containers with ultrafiltration for drinking water supply in
distress areas (> 90 units).
» Water treatment in Russia with documentation according to
chemical standards (softener + RO with 10 m³/h)
» Water treatment for endoscope cleaning for Ireland / UK,
consisting of RO, permeate tank, recirculation and hot cleaning
(> 140 units)
» Nanofiltration plant in stainless steel design for drinking water
treatment in Germany (2 x 115 m³/h)
» Water treatment for dialysis in Uzbekistan (> 40 RO units)
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WATER SOFTENING UNITS – OVERVIEW

Water softening unit

Reverse osmosis unit

Tank

Pressure booster unit

Our wide range of standardised softening units covers flow rates from 1.0 to 53.0 m3/h and capacities from 40 to 5,300 m3x°dH. Our plants
are equipped with tried and tested central control valves and use the co-current regeneration principle.
The softening plants can be used in combination with a Herco reverse osmosis or individually. We also supply a wide range of accessories
such as blending devices, bypass arrangement, low salt switch, resin disinfection, hardness control units and interfaces (Profinet / Profibus).
For the DUOTROL and SENSOTROL series, piping and valves are optionally available in PP.
We are pleased to offer you economy brining as option for our simplex softening series ECOTROL-E.
We will gladly advise you on the selection of the right softening plant for your application.

Units for commercial applications
(discontinuous soft water production)

Units for industrial applications
(continuous mode, two control valves)

Space-saving: Cabinet
Compact softening unit with Fleck valve
up to 120 m³x°dH

Allrounder: ECOTROL-D
Duplex softening unit with Clack valves
up to 2,000 m³x°dH

Basic: ECOTROL-E
Simplex softening unit with Clack valve and
optional economy brining up to 1,400 m³x°dH

Hygienic design: ECOTROL-P
Duplex softening unit with Clack valves, parallel mode
and two brine tanks up to 800 m³x°dH

Softeners
Affordable: ECOTROL TWIN
Duplex softening unit with Clack valve
up to 400 m³x°dH
Robust: WA-ED
Duplex softening unit with Fleck valve made of
red brass up to 1,400 m³x°dH
Units for industrial applications
(continuous mode, one control valve)

Easy to operate: DUOTROL
Duplex softening unit with Siata valves
up to 5,300 m³x°dH
Salt-saving: SENSOTROL
Sensor-controlled duplex softening unit
with Siata valves up to 5,300 m³x°dH

Available central control valves
for softening plants
Fleck

Clack

Siata

DEFINITIONS
» Full brining: regeneration with full brining regenerates almost 100 % of the resin capacity. The residual hardness of the soft water is
< 0.1 °dH. When combining softening with reverse osmosis, full brining should always be chosen.
» Economy brining: regeneration with economy brining regenerates about 75 % of the resin capacity. Only about 60 % of the salt
quantity is required compared to full brining, which significantly reduces operating costs. In this case the softened water has a low
residual hardness.
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REVERSE OSMOSIS AND EDI UNITS – OVERVIEW

Water softening unit

Reverse osmosis unit

Tank

Pressure booster unit

Our standardised range of reverse osmosis systems covers permeate capacities from 80 to 30,000 liters per hour. We offer a wide range
of plants: from affordable undersink units and standard series with many applications to multi-stage project plants with accessories such
as electro-deionisation (EDI) and membrane contactors (MEG). For capacities exceeding those mentioned here, please contact us.
The specific design of the various series offers the optimum system solution for every application:
Units for softened water (TDS < 1,000 mg/l) with
permeate recovery of 75 - 80 %, EC < 20 µS/cm

Units for softened water (TDS < 1,000 mg/l) with high
requirements regarding permeate quality or yield

Compact: UO Budget
Undersink unit, available from stock ∙ 80 – 130 l/h

Water-saving: UO-S7 KR (FU)
Recovery of up to 90 % · 3,000 – 15,000 l/h

Fast track: UO / UO-D
Available from stock · 120 – 500 l/h

Double-stage: UO-D P (FU)
RO for EC < 5 µS/cm · 200 – 1,700 l/h

Ready for operation: Combi series C/CD
RO + softener · 120 – 500 l/h · 600 – 2,000 l/h

Ultrapure water unit: UP-S7 (FU)
RO + EDI for EC < 0.2 µS/cm · 150 – 20,000 l/h

Allrounder: UO-D (FU)
Space-saving RO · 600 – 2,000 l/h
Powerful: UO-ED Z (combi)
Counterpressure RO for AC systems · 50 – 1,200 l/h

Reverse osmosis

Efﬁcient: UO-D ND (FU)
Low-pressure RO · 2,500 – 12,000 l/h
Available controllers for reverse osmosis systems
RO 524

PLC

RO 524 / RO digital

PLC optional

RO digital

Antiscalant unit: UO-D AS (FU)
TDS < 1,000 mg/l · 1,650 – 30,000 l/h
Brackish water unit: UO-D BW/FU
TDS < 5,000 mg/l · 250 – 10,000 l/h
Seawater unit: UO-D SW
TDS < 45,000 mg/l
Units for antiscalant operation or for water with
higher salt content (TDS > 1,000 mg/l)

DEFINITIONS
» Soft water: Water after pre-treatment with a softening unit. We would be pleased to offer you a matching system of softening unit
and reverse osmosis.
» Hardness-stabilised drinking water: dosing of a small amount of an antiscalant chemical into the feed water upstream of the
reverse osmosis unit to prevent salt deposits on the membranes (scaling).
» FU: Pump equipped with variable-frequency drive (VFD) to save electrical energy. These pumps comply at least with energy efficiency
class IE3 and are up to 11 kW efficiency class IE5.

Make water count
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MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLERS FOR REVERSE OSMOSIS UNITS

RO digital

Microprocessor controllers for reverse osmosis units
Type
RO 524
Display
2-digit
Conductivity measuring range
1 - 99 µS/cm
Further conductivity ranges (μS/cm)
Control voltage
24 VDC
Supply voltage
230 V / 50 - 60 Hz ± 10 %
Dry running protection for RO pump
yes
Connection for limitron
yes
Forced stop RO
yes
Operating signal
Centralised alarm
yes
Automatic mode (e. g. tank level)
yes
Permeate conductivity limit
fixed
Flow rate limits
Pressure limits
Behaviour if the limit is exceeded
fixed
Constant permeate rate possible
Alternating pump activation
Optional ports (inputs)
Concentrate flushing valve
Permeate recirculation
Double-staged RO unit
Analogue level switch
Feed water conductivity
Programmable digital inputs
e.g. pre-alarm dosing tank empty
e.g. external fault
Optional ports (outputs)
Permeate conductivity pre-warning
Analogue values
e.g. permeate conductivity
e.g. permeate output
Programmable digital outputs
e.g. operating signal
Data logging
Parameter setting
Firmware update
Profinet module
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RO digital
4 lines, 20 chars./line
1 - 1,000 µS/cm
24 VDC
93 - 265 V / 50 - 60 Hz
yes
yes
yes
adjustable
yes
yes
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable
yes, if FU available
-

yes (as an alternative)
yes (as an alternative)
-

yes
yes
yes
3
yes
yes

-

yes
2
yes
yes
1
yes
1,960 data sets
approx. 10 days
adjustable
via RS232
optional

pre-configured
at the factory
-

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER (PLC) AND
INTERFACES FOR RO UNITS

To enable communication of softening or reverse osmosis units with the customer's central control system, use of an interface is required.
The tried and tested Herco controllers SENSOTROL and RO digital are now optionally equipped with BUS interface modules. With this
step, the entire plant data can be made available to the client’s on-site PLC.

Options for softeners with SENSOTROL controller
» Profinet
» Profibus
Bus systems for
data transmission from
Herco plants to the
customer‘s PLC

Options for RO units with RO digital controller or PLC
» Profinet
» Profibus
» Modbus RTU / TCP
» BACnet

If visualisation of the process with a touch panel and extensive access to the unit is required, we recommend a PLC instead of a microprocessor controller. We offer you the option to order RO plants with a PLC instead of a microprocessor controller for all units of the series
UO-D ND, UO-D AS, UO-D P (size > 1,700 l/h), UO-D BW/FU and UO-D SW.
Our most sophisticated RO series UO-S7 KR and UP-S7 are equipped with a PLC as standard control system.

PLC as standard for
series
» UO-S7 KR
» UP-S7
PLC as option for series
» UO-D ND
» UO-D AS
» UO-D P (size > 1,700 l/h)
» UO-D BW/FU
» UO-D SW

Make water count

Visualisation

» Graphic display of the plant
» Optimal control due to display and logging of all relevant
parameters
» Alarm list and generation of messages

Controller

» PLC Siemens S7-1200 with 4“ / 7“ touch panel
» Intuitive operating concept
» Profinet integration optional, others available

Protocols /
access

» As well as Profinet, communication via Profibus, Modbus
RTU / TCP or BACnet is provided as an option
» Smart server function for access from devices within the
same IP address range
» Optional remote access configurable
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DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM,
KNOW-HOW AND CERTIFICATION

HERCO DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM
Download all available product documents and illustrations comfortably from the Herco
online documentation system. Request your personal login details on:
www.herco-wt.de/en/customer-login
Use the comfortable search function to find brochures, tender texts and photos by entering
the item number or keywords!
We are happy to answer questions regarding your application.

HERCO KNOW-HOW
Our engineering staff will gladly provide you with the following documents for your project:
»
»
»
»
»
»

CAD drawings
Declarations of conformity
Electrical circuit diagrams
Flow charts / P&I diagrams
Layout / floor plan
Operating instructions in several languages

We would be happy to train your sales and service staff! Please contact us for details.

CERTIFIED QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY
DIN ISO 9001
EN ISO 13485
EC certificate
You can download our certificates on our website in three languages (English, French and
German): www.herco-wt.de.
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WE ARE HERE FOR YOU!

SALES DEPARTMENT
Please feel free to contact us if you have technical questions about reverse osmosis
units as well as pre- and post-treatment equipment, if you need support with unit design
based on the water analysis or if you have any other questions! We are happy to support
you in any way possible.

Telephone +49 7141 7095-133
E-Mail

sales@herco-wt.de

ORDER PROCESSING
If you have any questions about your order, order confirmation, delivery note and invoice
or customs clearance and transport organisation, please feel free to contact us! We are
here to help you whenever you need us.

Telephone +49 7141 7095-123
E-Mail

order@herco-wt.de

CUSTOMER SERVICE
If you have any questions about your unit after delivery, if you would like to make an
appointment for commissioning, service, maintenance or for technical support, please
contact us via the hotline. We are here for you!

Telephone +49 7141 7095-204
E-Mail

kundenservice@herco-wt.de

HERCO Wassertechnik GmbH
Planckstraße 26
71691 Freiberg am Neckar · Germany
Telefon +49 7141 7095-0 · Fax +49 7141 7095-999
info@herco-wt.de · www.herco-wt.de

Make water count
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Herco Wassertechnik GmbH
Planckstraße 26
71691 Freiberg am Neckar
Germany
Phone +49 7141 7095-133
When busy +49 7141 7095-0
E-Mail info@herco-wt.de

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.herco-wt.de
FOLLOW US ON LINKEDIN
#HercoBluePlanet
FOLLOW US ON YOUTUBE
https://bit.ly/3qFOD4q

